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1- _______________ gives some factual information to student about " language and communicating" with people. (iranarze.ir) 

1) The impact page  2) conversation page           3) Title page   4) Get Ready page 

2- The ____________ consists of four pictures related to the theme " language" and the way people communicate with each 

other. (iranarze.ir) 

1) The impact page  2) Title page                         3) The conversation page          4) Get Ready page 

3- In The impact page ask student to look at the ____________ for 1or 2 minutes and then ask theme some question. (iranarze.ir) 

1) pictures   2) pages                                    3) titles    4) sentence 

4- Get Ready has three ________: 1) B and 3) (iranarze.ir) 

1) text   2) stage                                      3) activities    4) aims 

5- Get Ready aims at familiarizing _________ with the theme of the lesson. It also aims at reviewing previously-learned words 

presenting some new word related to the theme of the________. (iranarze.ir) 

1) student - lesson  2) student – new word          3) teacher - lesson        4) teacher – new word 

6- Why are these people (Khajavi, Omidzadeh, . . . ) famous? because, they are national …………. . . (iranarze.ir) 

1) writers  2) people              3) heroes                                  4) scientists  

7- Writing appropriate nouns after the following adjectives is a meaningful activity related to the grammatical points . they are 

true Except……………… . (iranarze.ir) 

1) word order   2) collocation       3) conversation   4) connotational meaning 

8- What are the main functions of conversation for learners? (iranarze.ir) 

1) comprehensible input –output                         2) agreeable input 

 3) agreeable input –output                                    4) comprehensible input 

9- conversation page has __________word bank, Introduction, conversation, and______________. (iranarze.ir) 

1) sentence- question               2) two picture - some question 

3) sentence – text                      4) a picture - some question 

10- which  item can be presented using different techniques including? (iranarze.ir) 

1) new words         2) new paragraph               3) new sentence   4) new text 

11- which stage is to ''prepare learners to listen by using activities that focus on the content of the text and/ or the languages in 

the text''? (iranarze.ir) 

1) listening                2) brainstorming                 3) pre-listening                  4) post- listening 
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12- the goal of Listening part is ____________ and therefor students are expected to rely on their bottom-up/op-down 

processing ability to understand the aural input. (iranarze.ir) 

1) conversation            2) interpretation                3) translation            4) comprehension 

13- The students have to keep their books________ in listening phase. (iranarze.ir) 

1) open                           2) closed                         3) open and closed            4) close and open 

14- on which stage, student should answer the question written below conversation orally? (iranarze.ir) 

1) post- Listening              2) pre – listening             3) brainstorming                 4) researching 

15- Three types of question are asked in post- Listening such as: display, inference, ___________. (iranarze.ir) 

1) opinion                            2) opinion gap                  3) conversation                      4) listening 

16- which part of the new word and expressions includes practices from student’s workbook? (iranarze.ir)  

1) part A                              2) part C                                 3) part B                              4) none of the above 

17- ____________ is considered as a special type of language learning strategies defines “the planned approaches that a word 

learner takes as an agent of his or her own word learning”. (iranarze.ir) 

1) SBI                                    2) CLT                                 3) VLS                                           4) DS 

18- which one of languages skills is providing learners with comprehensible input?  (iranarze.ir) 

1) Reading                      2) writing                      3) listening                     4) speaking 

19- All of the following are included in common model of teaching reading is using the three-phase cycle EXCEPT___________.  

1) pre-reading            2) while- reading              3) total reading                4) post reading  

20- which one of reading’s stages, provide a reader with necessary background to organize activity and to comprehend the 

material? (iranarze.ir) 

1) post reading          2) pre-reading                      3) total reading                  4) while- reading 

21- According to Ringler & Weber 1984, The experiences involve understanding the_________ and building a knowledge base 

necessary for dealing with the content and the structure of material. (iranarze.ir) 

1) purpose of speaking           2) purpose of reading           3) purpose of writing              4) purpose of writing 

22- The goal of reading (while-reading) is understanding the gist of ___________. (iranarze.ir) 

1) meaning                  2) spelling                     3) pronunciation                      4) learning 

23- which one of phases in reading, the student should read silently and emphasis on oral reading should be avoided?  

1) reading                     2) pre- reading               3) while- reading               4) post- reading 

24- which stages of reading teacher write question on the board and ask students to find their answer while they are reading 

the word?  (iranarze.ir) 

1) while-reading                    2) pre-reading                  3) post-reading                        4) all of them 
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25- Reading strategies have been theorized in relation to level of reading processes and to_________ skills as consciously 

chosen action that_________ effective processing. (iranarze.ir) 

1) reading – activate          2) activate- reading           3) action – speaking                 4) listening - action  

26- Using Reading strategies in the process of reading helps language _________ faster and more efficiently. (iranarze.ir) 

1) writers                       2) listeners                               3) speakers                              4) learners 

27- in post-reading __________ should be able to explain the main idea of the_________ and ask and answer question about 

the content they just rea4) (iranarze.ir) 

1) student – text             2) student – mind            3) teacher – text                          4) teacher – mind 

28- post reading activities are organized in next section labeled reading ___________. (iranarze.ir) 

1) conversation                2) expression                   3) communication                       4) comprehension 

29- reading comprehension aims at checking students ________ of the text and practicing reading strategy 'scanning'.  

1) learning                    2) knowledge                   3) understand                     4) diagnosis 

30- A ____________ is two or more words that often go together .(iranarze.ir) 

1) opposite                  2) collocation                       3) synonym                          4) contrast  

31- collocations tell us which ______ can come before or after other_______. (iranarze.ir) 

1) words – sentence        2) sentence – sentence           3) sentence – words         4) words – words 

32- passive voice denotes the relationship between a _______and a verb in which the subject receives the _________ of the 

verb, or the verb forms which show this relationship. (iranarze.ir) 

1) subject – action            2) object – state                    3) verb – action                 4) verb – case marker 

33- The aim of  this part in textbook: is teaching another grammatical point briefly and to the point. This part is named in 

textbook ____________(iranarze.ir) 

1) grammar                             2) hint                                 3) see also                            4) vocabulary 

34- Tag questions are used in ____________ language, to check if something is true, or invite people to ____________ with the 

speaker. (iranarze.ir) 

1) written – agree         2) written – disagree              3) spoken – agree                   4) spoken – disagree 

35-  If a tag question is used to check the  ____________ of something, it is uttered with a  ____________ intonation. (iranarze.ir) 

1) truth – falling             2) question - falling                 3) truth – rising                 4) question – rising 

36- If a tag question is used to invite people to  ____________ with the speaker, it is uttered with a  ____________ intonation.  

1) agree – falling           2) engage - falling                 3) agree – rising                 4) engage – rising 

37- The aim of Listening and speaking of the textbook, is to help students handle ___________ in English by using appropriate 

speaking strategies associated with the taught grammatical structure tag questions. (iranarze.ir) 

1) short conversation          2) short reading               3) speaking                          4) listening  
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38- A sentence must have least one subject and one verb is called ________ sentence. (iranarze.ir) 

1) simple                         2) compound                        3) word                                4) lexical 

39- A sentence with more than one subject, more than one verb and a connecting word such as and, or, but or so is called 

____________ (iranarze.ir) 

1) simple sentence               2) compound sentence        3) word formation           4) compound words 

40- Which one is correct about the types of compound sentences? (iranarze.ir) 

1) addition, contrast, choice and result.            2) addition, contrast 

3) contrast, choice, result                                   4) addition, contrast, choice and main clause 

41- In compound sentences, you can replace the repeated ____________ with suitable ____________(iranarze.ir) 

1) nouns-adjectives          2) nouns-pronouns           4) adverbs-verbs             4) verbs-adjectives 

42- While the word “____________” introduces the “effect” part of a cause-and-effect relationship, the word “____________” 

introduces the cause. (iranarze.ir) 

)1  so-for                     2) but-so                     3) so-but                    4) for-but 

43- While “and” is used to join two  ____________ items together, the conjunction “nor” is used to pair two  ____________ 

items. It’s found either with the word “not” or with the word “neither. (iranarze.ir) 

1) positive-positive            2) negative-negative              3) positive-negative                4) negative-positive 

44- The purpose of which activity is to helping student move from letters and words to meaningful sentence and thus becoming 

familiar with components of English sentences? (iranarze.ir) 

1) reading                    2) speaking                      3) writing                       4) listening 

45- ____________ aims at providing student with 'fluency activities' and giving student the opportunity to put together 

whatever they have learne4) (iranarze.ir) 

1) learning              2) reading                           3) writing                      4) What you learned 

46- when was the first Persian dictionary compiled? (iranarze.ir) 

1) about 500 years ago             2) about 2000 years ago        3) about 1000 years ago              4) about 2500 years ago 

47- what time did the largest dictionary complete? (iranarze.ir) 

1) from 1850 to 1997           2) from 1850 to 1998            3) from 1864 to 1997        4) from 1864 to 1998   

48- Around 4,000 new words are added to the…………. dictionary every year. (iranarze.ir) 

1) Persian                                    2) English                     3) French                           4) German 

49- The aim of the pre-listening stage is to “prepare learners to listen by using activities that focus on the content of the text 

and/or the language in the text”. (iranarze.ir) 

1) text – text             2) text -content             3) content – texture          4) texture – text 
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50- How do the student highlight important information? (iranarze.ir) 

 all of the answers are true Except ____________. 

1) Each students’ tips on how to highlight  .                    2) Use one single-colored highlighter 

3) Instead, try using several different colors                  4) This creates a color coding syste 

51- which page of the lesson is named The Title page? (iranarze.ir) 

1) last                         2) third                  3) second                        4) first 

52- post-reading helps teachers check if students understood the  ____________ of the text and its relationship with the 

author’s purpose. (iranarze.ir) 

1) meaning              2) main idea           3) concept                          4) idea  

53- What is the best way to learn how to use a dictionary? (iranarze.ir) 

1) read its introduction                     2) choose the right dictionary 

3) learn the abbreviations                  4) read the definitions   

54- What are guide words? (iranarze.ir) 

1) helps to find the exact meaning of words in dictionary.       2) the words at the top of each page of the dictionary. 

3) different types of abbreviations.                                             4) essential words of dictionary. 

55- How can we learn the meaning of the words? (iranarze.ir) 

1) to learn the meaning of a single wor4)          2) to find an entry 

3) reading the words carefully                         4) trying to learn words in combination  

56- How can we choose a good dictionary? (iranarze.ir) 

1) by concerning its price                   2) by concerning the size of it 

3) By identifying our needs                4) by identifying its levels 

57- When should we learn pronunciation guide? (iranarze.ir) 

1) before figureing the words out          2) before looking the words up 

3) after learning abbreviations                4) after looking the collocation for 

58- what time can we find the meaning of a word? When we find ……………………………… .(iranarze.ir) 

1) the correct entry            2) the right dictionary              3) the definitions           4) the pronunciation 

59- This “relative clauses” gives more information about something. (iranarze.ir) 

1) who                             2) whom                        3) which                            4) when 

60- which technique does help the students decode, pronounce, and understand unfamiliar words? (iranarze.ir) 

1) word formation         2) word role                     3) words                          4) Word-attack 

61- In ____________, the use of the language in context is introduce4) The context can be social. (iranarze.ir) 
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1) form wedge          2) semantic wedge            3) Pragmatic wedge                4) a and b 

62- which activity gives some factual information to students? (iranarze.ir) 

1) Title page              2) conversation                3) impact page                           4) see Also 

63- We use “……………………” to talk about imaginary situations, dreams and wishes .(iranarze.ir) 

1) conditional type I                 2) conditional type II                   3) gerunds               4) infinitive 

64- what are the three dimensions of each structure in learning English? (iranarze.ir) 

1) form, meaning, function           2) function, spelling, form       3) meaning, spelling, form           4) spelling, meaning, function 

65- ___________ learning strategies are those strategies student use in the process of learning_________ to learn words faster 

and retain them longer. (iranarze.ir) 

1) Vocabulary-word              2) Vocabulary- Vocabulary           3) Vocabulary-meaning               4) word meaning- Vocabulary 

66- What is a Paragraph? A paragraph is a group of about ___________ sentences about one topi3) (iranarze.ir) 

1) 3-5                             2) 7-10                              3) 10-12                         4) 6-12 

67- in a ____________ All of the sentences explain the writer’s main idea about the ___________.(iranarze.ir) 

1) paragraph – goal                 2) chapter – goal              3) paragraph – topic               4) chapter – topic 

68- What can a paragraph give us? (iranarze.ir) 

1) information-an opinion-a novel                              2) an opinion-data-two short story 

3) information –two new idea –something              4) a short story-information-an opinion 

69- In academic writing, a paragraph has a topic sentence that directly tells the reader the …………………… .(iranarze.ir) 

1) new idea                    2) new point                    3) main idea                4) details of idea 

70- In academic English, the topic sentence is …………… (but not …………….) first or last .(iranarze.ir) 

1) usually – always             2) always-usually                 3) never-always                       4) always-never 

71- Which one is incorrect for explanation of an effective paragraph? (iranarze.ir) 

1) begins with a topic sentence that makes this single idea evident 

2) presents some idea 

3) contains support in form of sentences that convey this single idea 

4) informs and entertains your reader about your writing’s overall idea 

72- Which choice is not correct about elements of an effective paragraph? (iranarze.ir) 

1) unity                    2) coherence                      3) an opinion                  4) a topic sentence 

73- Which one is the most important part of paragraph? 

1) unity                 2) coherence                     3) sufficient development            4) topic sentence 

74- according to teaching procedure, One common model of teaching ___________ is using three-phase cycle. (iranarze.ir) 
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1) speaking             2) listening                       3) writing                       4) reading 

75- All of Points Lead to a Successful Topic Sentence Except ___________(iranarze.ir) 

1) Don’t Talk in vague words                                                  2) Formulate a convincing Opinion 

3) Don’t keep your topic sentence short and crisp                 4) Grip the reader’s mind 

76- Why did Albert Einstein win the Nobel Prize in 1921?  (iranarze.ir) 

1) his books about physics                            2) his experiments with solar power 

2) his books about nuclear physics                4) his experiments with solar system 

77-  which of the following is not correct about 3-dimensional model of teaching grammar based on communicative framework?  

1) semantic wedge             2) syntax wedge                     3) form wedge                  4) pragmatic wedge 

78 -which one is related to, grammar construction means? (iranarze.ir) 

1) In semantic wedge                 2) In syntax wedge         3) In form wedge                        4) In pragmatic wedge 

79- the use of the language in context is related to which method? (iranarze.ir) 

1) In semantic wedge             2) In syntax wedge          3) In form wedge                           4) In pragmatic wedge 

80- The sentence blow is the teaching procedure in ____________ stage 

The teacher should review the grammatical structure of lesson by reminding students of the three dimensions of structure 

(form, meaning, function)? (iranarze.ir) 

1) reading and writing                            2) speaking and writing 

3) Listening and spelling                        4) listening and Speaking  

81- After each conversation, there is a role play activity, in which the __________ have to pair up and use the _______ in the 

boxes to make new conversation. (iranarze.ir) 

1) teacher- word                   2) students- word              3) teacher- clues                    4) students- clues 

82- Which one is from items of Metacognitive Strategies? (iranarze.ir) 

1) Verbal repetition                  2) Written repetition             3) Word lists Flash cards                4) Use spaced word practice 

83- This definition: ” Cover the note-taking column with a sheet of paper” is correct for……………(iranarze.ir) 

1) record                      2) reflect  )3                            questions                                     4) recite  

84- which one item does help the teacher to check, do the student understand the main idea of the text and its relationship 

with the author purpose? (iranarze.ir) 

1) post – reading                2) pre-reading            3) while – reading                          4) reading 

85- when do teacher use note-taking ? (iranarze.ir) 

1) before silent reading               2) after silent reading             3) reading                       4) all items 

86.a ____________ is a short well-known sentence that gives practical advice about life. (iranarze.ir)  

1) proverb          2) paragraph        3) short sentence          4) text 
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87- Which one is the correct form of past perfect tense? (iranarze.ir) 

1) have + past participle                 2) had + past participle         3) will + past simple                  4) will + present simple 

88.  which tense related  about an event happened before another event in the past.? (iranarze.ir) 

1) past                      2) present perfect                  3) present                                4) past perfect 

89- about ‘supporting sentences’, all items are correct Except………….  .(iranarze.ir) 

1) explaining the idea in concluding sentence      2) giving reasons         3) giving examples            4) telling a short story 

90- This sentence which comes at the end of a paragraph repeats the idea of the topic sentence. is named…………(iranarze.ir) 

1) supporting sentence          2) the concluding sentence          3) topic sentence            4) main sentence 

91- The main function of conversation is providing learners with comprehensible_________ . (iranarze.ir) 

1) output                   2) to put                     3) in put                           4) put 

92- which item is arranged in logical order in writing a paragraph? (iranarze.ir) 

1) topic sentence - concluding sentence - explaining sentences        2) supporting sentences - topic sentence - concluding sentence 

3) topic sentence - supporting sentences - concluding sentence      4) topic sentence - concluding sentence - supporting sentences 

93. in part New words and expression makes students familiar with new words and expression of reading. (iranarze.ir) 

1) reading                   2) speaking                           3) to read                            4) to speak 

94- __________ has a picture, a title, and reading Strategy box. (iranarze.ir) 

1) grammar chart               2) impact page            3) Reading page                          4) title page 

95- The pre-reading activities of this reading are included in ________, GET Ready, and new Word and Expression. (iranarze.ir) 

1) title pa                       2) Reading page         3) Gantt chart                       4) impact page 

96- We use reference words instead of repeating the names of people, places, ideas, or other things. (iranarze.ir) 

1) recognizing                  2) repeating                   3) reducing                            4) reading 

97- these steps to find reference word, such as: ________, Look out for common reference word, Look at sentence nearby 

especially the former ones to find what they refer to. (iranarze.ir) 

1) read he sentence                 2) read the title          3) read the text                  4) read the word 

98- In reading comprehension ________ silent reading and teaching how to use reading strategy 'recognizing reference word', 

the teacher may give student some time to work one part A, B, and 3) (iranarze.ir) 

1) before                       2) after                3) front                            4) after and before 

99- The main goal of __________is helping '' students use the language accurately, meaning fully, and appropriately. (iranarze.ir) 

1) teaching conversation                      2) teaching new word         3) teaching readin                4) teaching grammar 

100- What you learned aims at providing student with 'fluency activities' and giving _________ the opportunity to put 

__________whatever they have learne4) (iranarze.ir) 

1) student-together                       2) teacher- alone             3) student - with teacher           4) teacher-anyone 
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